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16, 2019 Download the latest TV camera
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Look for "Samsung TV Camera Driver
Download".New Jharkhand chief minister
Raghubar Das has called for a thorough
probe into the deal between the state
government and Tata group, saying an
inquiry should be held to ascertain the true
facts. “We will have to look into the true
facts, we will have to look at all aspects of
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this deal, whether it was fair, whether there
were any pressures (that were) put on the
government,” Das told the media on
Wednesday. “The probe should be impartial
and should be conducted on a professional
level so that we can ascertain the true facts,”
he said. On Tuesday, the state government
announced that it had signed a pact with the
Tata group for building the Tata Steel plant
in Jamshedpur. The state government had
offered the land for the steel plant in return
for the Rs 500 crore the Tata group had
invested in setting up of the steel plant. Das
also said the railway ministry’s decision to
start train services from Jamshedpur to New
Delhi should be reconsidered and the
project be entrusted to the state government.
“This was one of our seven stated
objectives. And we have achieved all of
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them,” he said. “In fact, if we look at our
achievements, we can be proud,” he said.
“We have achieved a lot. The people of the
state deserve a lot of credit for our
achievements.” ? The Indian Express is now
on Telegram. Click here to join our channel
(@indianexpress) and stay updated with the
latest headlines For all the latest India News,
download Indian Express App.Q: Passing
C# enum as parameter in JavaScript I am
trying to pass a C# enum as a parameter in a
JavaScript function. But the JavaScript
function expects an integer parameter. How
do I convert the enum value to the integer
parameter type in JavaScript? A: You're
probably looking for JavaScript's.ToString()
method. var number = 13; var myEnum =
new EnumType(); myEnum.ToString(); //
would give you "MyEn 4bc0debe42
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